Figure S1: Height of microsphere with fully formed RPA-stabilised bubble in DNA tether in HB buffer, i.e. with MgCl 2 . Despite being under favourable conditions for spontaneous dissociation, force is < 0.2 pN and ionic strength is 120 mM KCl, the bubble remains stable.
: Height of microsphere with fully formed RPA-stabilised bubble in DNA tether in HB buffer, i.e. with MgCl 2 . Despite being under favourable conditions for spontaneous dissociation, force is < 0.2 pN and ionic strength is 120 mM KCl, the bubble remains stable. At the highest concentration, the intermittent activity becomes a stable 'jump' in microsphere height. b) The magnitude of the jumps in microsphere height upon adding HARP is independent of concentration. Error bars are sem; n = 12, 11, 14 in order of increasing concentration. We hypothesize that at sufficient HARP concentration, the limited number of bubbles formed are saturated such that the increase in height attains a maximum value.
